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Everyone has to give a presentation at some point. Whether pitching new products, presenting at laboratory meetings, or giving talks at conferences, the ability to provide effective, engaging, and persuasive talks cannot be underestimated. Unfortunately, these skills are rarely taught formally in school. I
will present ten simple rules that will help reduce your anxiety and make your presentation as effective as possible. 1. Having something worth presenting It's probably the most important rule, which is why it's Rule 1. If you don't have something worth serving, you shouldn't ask people to spend an hour of
their time listening to you. Luckily, you may be invited or asked to attend as you have something worth presenting. What does it mean to have something worth serving? In relation to Rule 4, you must have one key message that you want to provide to your audience. This can be a new fact, a proposal you
have, an argument you want to make, or a call to action. Whatever it is, it has to be original, novel, and something you're excited to tell people about. 2. Organize your presentation In fifth grade, we learned that essays must have an introduction, body, and conclusion, and each paragraph of the body
should have topic sentences, evidence, and sentences that conclude. This is still a good organizing principle for your presentation. How do you arrange verbal conversations, where your audience can't go back to listen to your introductions anymore? I want to have a slide framework where I talk about
how my presentation will be structured. On the next slide, or at various points in my conversation, I'll refer to this outline with phrases like We've talked about bananas and apples as far as examples of very popular fruits. Now I will switch to talking about durian, which is significantly less popular. 3. Show
rather than tell on the slide I can't tell you how many times I've seen a slide deck where each slide is filled full of words and images – even from the most spiced professors. While it may be tempting to have it all on your slides (it's possible to refer during your conversation: see Rule 6), people will pay
more attention to what's in it than what you say. Instead, use slides as intended to be used—visually to accompany your conversation. Often, the best talks won't even have titles on their slides, just pictures or images or phrases to make a point. 4. More or less your goal in giving a presentation is to leave
your audience with one key message. A year from now, if asked what your presentation is about, they should be able to remember that message. Try to hammer in key messages and present evidence and logic that points to this conclusion. It would be tempting to try to provide as much new information
as possible, but a recent study [2] shows that when hearing stories, people enjoy familiar stories more than new, perhaps because they already have an idea of how these stories are structured. It's getting easier Make your listeners follow your conversation (by streamlining your message), the more they
will enjoy it and remember it a year from now. 5. Plan to take less time than allocated With regard to Rule 4, it is important to plan your presentation with a certain amount of buffer time. The first 10 minutes allocated to your talk may melt away as a result of a late previous presenter or various technology
issues. People may interrupt your conversation to ask questions. The last thing you want to happen to you is to rush because the factors are out of your control. Instead, if you are allocated an hour for your conversation, plan for 45 minutes. Also, don't underestimate how much your audience will
appreciate it if you let them out early! 6. Beware of facial expressions and your eyes Your audience is the people sitting in front of you, not the projector screen behind you. People naturally notice when someone looks directly at them while talking. Instead, they will tune out if your eyes are not on them. To
keep people's attention, make regular eye contact with different parts of your audience — focus on one person in each sector of your audience. Look back at your slides briefly to point something with your pointer or gesture at something, but don't read your slide or make your body turn towards the screen.
Finally, bring a smile and a lot of excitement. If you're passionate about your topic, at least part of your audience will also be excited – but if you seem bored and uninterested, no one will get involved. 7. Use hand gestures and gestures to your advantage Related to Rule 6, gestures and gestures are a
very effective way to engage with your audience. You can point to a section of your slide, or make a hand gesture to make a point or set the organization of your conversation. People are also naturally more concerned with someone moving than someone standing motionless behind the podium. If
possible, get out from behind the podium and use the entire stage to your advantage! Moving intentionally also has the added effect of making you feel more confident, and the audience assumes you're more confident because you're not hiding behind the podium. 8. Often pause, talk slowly, and
remember to breathe One of the most underrated skills in communication is pausing. When used correctly, pauses can have a dramatic effect by underlining the point you just created. I think the longest deliberate pause I've ever heard in a conversation is 5 seconds, which may sound like an eternity
when you're on stage but of course for the audience. You can also take advantage of the power of pauses just by pausing whenever you feel the need to regroup your thoughts, instead of using filler words like like or um. Many studies have shown that competence pauses signals, while filler words signify
a lack of competence. When you speak, speak clearly and slowly, and say. The easier the listener's job, the more likely he or she will understand keep your message. Many budding presenters make the mistake of talking too soon, 9. Practice, but don't memorize Anyone who says the practice makes
perfect is absolutely true with respect to presentation. Practicing hard (for your dog, significant others, or someone else – or even a mirror!) has the benefit of helping you assess whether your sentence is understandable, or whether it's too wordsy or awkward. Practicing is also important for building
effective transitions, developing concise and powerful phrases, and trying gestures. Even the most experienced orators and speakers practice and see others for advice and advice, so don't be shy and grab a friend to listen to your talk! When you practice, time yourself and make it as close as possible to
the real deal. For the public speaking classes I took in college, I practiced in front of a mirror so I could have a virtual audience. Others record themselves to watch tics, awkward moments, or other things to add or avoid. Be careful with script-sounding—your conversations should be (in most settings)
natural and conversational. 10. Practice once more than you think you should the more you practice, the better your conversation. That extra round of practice will build more confidence and help you sort out that last-minute kink. Are you interested in getting support in your academic course or
professional life? Check out the wealth of subjects we tutor and coach in Boston, New York, or anywhere online. Sign up today! Want more tips on learning skills? Read some general learning tips below! How to Create a Flash Baller Card 3 Ways to Implement Teacher Feedback to Improve Your Work
Universal Standardized Test Retrieval Strategy: Know the Policy No matter what type of presentation you're working on, make sure it's interesting and well designed. Otherwise, you risk facing death by PowerPoint and no one wants to see their presentation flop. Rhea Presentation Template from Envato
ElementsTo make sure your presentation is effective, there are several PowerPoint presentation guides you need to follow. In this post, we'll share those guidelines. We'll also show you examples of attractive presentation designs so you can save time and make sure your presentation looks polished and
professional. Guide to Planning Your PowerPoint PresentationBefore you start with the design section of your presentation, plan your presentation. Here are some PowerPoint presentation design guides to follow in terms of planning:1. Specify a Presentation GoalA question, set a presentation goal. Do
you share annual reports or create a field deck? What is the purpose increase sales or get higher upgrades on board with new marketing tactics? Whatever the case, the purpose of the presentation helps you decide what to include in your presentation and how that information should be presented. It will
also help you with all the other steps involved in creating and interesting presentations. 2. Create an Outline With the purpose of your presentation, create an outline for your presentation. You will save time in the long run. Plus, you'll be sure that your presentation includes everything you need to cover
your ideas or data to understand. 3. Think About The Slides You Need to Include The next step is to think about the slides you need to include in your presentation. For example, if you create a pitch deck for potential investors, sharing information about your company on an About or Team slide is a must.
But if you create an internal presentation to share your sales reports, including those slides will be a waste of time. Instead, your presentation should focus on numbers and data as well as the performance of individual products or product lines. 4. Specify the Visual Stage of planning you have to take into
account the visuals that will help back up your story. It can include photos, icons, charts, infographic elements, charts, tables, and anything else you need to make your data more visually appealing. Envato Elements is a great resource for a wide range of design assets. Once you've decided on the visuals
you want, collect them all in one place so you can easily find them. Don't forget that you can create charts and charts from Excel data if needed. Be sure to collect those spreadsheets as well. 5. Set your Call to Action Gradually, decide on the next step your audience should take once you've finished
delivering your presentation. Should they email you or contact you to set up an appointment? Do they need to send information? Make sure your last slide includes a call to action along with specific instructions on what to do. Your PowerPointOnce Presentation Design Guide is already planning the
presentation, it's time to address the design part of creating the presentation. When designing your presentation, keep in mind the following guidelines: 1. Keep Text to a MinimumWhen it comes to your presentation, PowerPoint will help you deliver the presentation. It shouldn't be the main source of
information. Reduce more, so keep the text to a minimum. Stick to one main idea per slide and limit yourself to no more than three bullet points per slide. This will help keep your audience engaged and not out. 2. Use Large Font SizeAnother thing to keep in mind is that not everyone in your audience will
be close to the slide. Be sure to use a larger font size. Consider using 40 pt for titles and no smaller than 28 pt for content text.3. Make sure our Readable Fontsseries are on the topic of fonts, avoid using decorative scripts or fonts. They're hard to read. Stick to the sans-serif font for the text content. To
emphasize your title, use serif fonts readable. 4. Using Color SparinglyColor can make your presentation more visually appealing. But that doesn't mean you have to color each slide differently or use different colors for your font. If you present in a dark, dark room, use a dark background for slides paired
with light colors for text. This will make it easier for your audience to follow. Avoid using light text on light backgrounds or clashing colors. They will distract your audience. 5. Improve Data With Charts and GraphsWe mentioned earlier you need to decide which visuals you will use in your presentation.
Using charts and graphs is a great way to make abstract data easier to understand. So, don't shy away from using it. 6. Design for Widescreen FormatKeep in mind that most projector screens are optimized for a widescreen ratio of 16:9. This way, design your presentation following the PowerPoint
presentation guide. If you design your presentation at a 4:3 ratio, your presentation will still work. But some parts of your slide may be disconnected or not displayed correctly. 7. Consistent With Style SettingsOther important bits of PowerPoint design guidelines are to keep your design style consistent
across all slides. This will strengthen your brand image as well as ensure that the entire presentation is visually appealing.8. Use Save Animations Go wrong by using smooth animations or slide transitions to keep things interesting. But, avoid animating every word or slide as this will make your
presentation look amateurish and un professional. 9. Correction EverythingBe sure to correct each slide to make sure there are no embarrassing typos. If you mention another colleague or colleague in your presentation, make sure their name is spelled correctly to avoid awkward moments. Ask others to
browse your presentation and make sure it's error-free.10. Consider Using a TemplateOpen the last guide to creating an effective PowerPoint presentation is to consider using a pre-existing PowerPoint template. Premade templates will have a professional design. It will also have all the slides you need:
from section break slides, company and team slides to charts, galleries, and more. This will save you a lot of time at the design stage and ensure that your presentation looks polished. The Presentation Guide to Delivering your PowerPointNow that your presentation was designed for, the last thing you
need to do is deliver it. Here are some PowerPoint presentation guides to follow to deliver your PowerPoint presentation:1. Do a Practice RunBefore the actual presentation day, do a workout. This will help you memorize the content of your presentation, not to mention it will help you build the necessary
confidence.2. Test EquipmentShow early before presentation and equipment test. The last thing you want is technological difficulties or damage that will delay the start of your presentation. 3. Eye Contact Through your presentation, maintain eye contact with your audience. It will make them feel like you're
talking to them. Plus, it will help keep them engaged and interested instead of losing interest. 4. Ask Questions During the your audience's questions during the presentation. Engage them or ask if they have any questions that need to be clarified. Engaging your audience is a great tactic to make your
entire presentation feel more engaging. It also allows your audience to feel like they are active participants instead of being bombarded with data.5. Don't Read the last PowerPoint Slide Guide we have for you is to avoid reading slides. If you read slides, you will not only dull your audience, but you will
also become uninterested in your own presentation. This will let your audience off and forget about your presentation as soon as it's finished. The Best Example PowerPoint Presentation TemplateFollowing Basic PowerPoint guidelines outlined above are a great way to make sure your presentation has
an attractive and easy-to-follow design. But there is no doubt that designing the entire presentation from scratch is a time-consuming task. That's why using a premade PowerPoint presentation template is a great alternative. You can find thousands of beautifully designed PowerPoint templates on Envato
Elements. If you buy design templates regularly, Envato Elements is a logical choice. You get access to unlimited PowerPoint and other design templates at one low monthly price. Take a look at some of our top presentation templates from Envato Elements: 1. Galaxi PowerPoint Presentation Template
Galaxi PowerPoint Template has a clean and modern design. It's versatile enough to be used for all kinds of presentations and comes with five premade color schemes. This template comes with 30 premade slides based on master slides, image placeholders, and editable shapes. 2. Buizi PowerPoint
Presentation The Buizi is another minimal presentation template for PowerPoint with a versatile design. This template is a great choice for portfolio presentations and comes with 30 total slides, all based on master slides. You'll also find custom vector icons and fully editable shapes. 3. Aiony Creative
PowerPoint Template If you are looking for a more creative solution, Aiony template is a great choice. It's very heavy photo. It's perfect for any presentation that relies heavily on images and photos. You'll get a total of 50 slides and drag-and-drop image placeholders for easy editing. 4. Agio PowerPoint
Presentation Template Template Agio is best suited for corporate presentations. It's got an elegant look and feel. Customize the colors and fonts to your liking. Easily add photos using the image placeholder. You'll get a total of 630 presentation slides designed in full HD resolution. 5. Through Presentation
Template Over PowerPoint presentation template is a multipurpose PowerPoint template. Use corporate presentations as well as for pitch decks and webinars. This template comes with 32 slides designed in standard and HD resolution. Envato Elements is a great choice if you need design templates
regularly. But, if you you individual PowerPoint templates one by one, see GraphicRiver. Find More PowerPoint TemplatesAnd if you want to see more beautiful PowerPoint templates from Envato Elements and GraphicRiver, check out the following article: Presentations 30 Creative PowerPoint
Templates: PPT Slides to Present Innovative Ideas (2020) Microsoft Sean Hodge PowerPoint 32+ Professional PowerPoint Templates: For Better Business PPT Presentations Sean Hodge Microsoft PowerPoint 20 Best Fully Customizable PowerPoint Templates (Create Custom Quick 2020) Brenda
Barron Envato Elements : Design Without LimitsEnvato Elements has an interesting offer. For a low monthly price, you get access to thousands of unlimited usage PowerPoint templates, web templates, stock photos, fonts, and more. Q again, you can download as many templates as you want and
customize them to suit your needs. Sign up for Envato Elements and start downloading PowerPoint templates today. Designing a Star Presentation With the Help of the Star Presentation Guide May seem daunting. But once you get used to and follow the Basic PowerPoint guide to create effective
PowerPoint presentations, the task becomes easier. To save time when you design your presentation, use one of our top PowerPoint presentation templates from Envato Elements or GraphicRiver. Why not start today? Today?
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